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Introduction

The goal of this paper is to present preliminary results from an ongoing text production study of satirical sketch comedy programmes in Danish public service television. This genre forms a solid tradition of domestic program production, but programmes labelled as satire – not just comedy - by the broadcasters have gone through profound changes during the last 10 years. The aim of the ongoing study is to shed some light on how these changes to the body of programmes are connected to the organisational and professional frames, practises and values producing these programmes termed by me as the professional ideology of this specific genre. By using the term ‘professional ideology’ I try to coin my interest in understanding the work being done based on values, professional experience and knowledge, resulting in the actual programmes.
	Producers, in this context shorthand for controllers, commissioning editors and executive producers as well as programme editors, writers, actors and directors, are making the described changes to the body of programmes happen. And as a point of departure, these changes are viewed as the result of genre interpretations made in this specific field of production. They are interpretations involving the growing media competition for specific audiences, technological changes as well as organisational and media policy changes affecting the way this particular television genre is perceived and produced. All of these factors are believed to influence the ideological orientations of the producers in terms of what is believed to be the purpose of satire.
	As a production category satirical sketch comedy is a genre deeply dependent on the innovative, interpretative abilities of producers, editors, writers and actors. The aim is to offer the viewers a critical, comprehensible and, most importantly, funny diagnosis of a presumed shared socio-political and cultural reality involving the media. In this manner, these satirical programmes are contributing to as well as influencing the understanding and construction of the media-culture and socio-political reality they are mirroring. As mentioned, during the last 10 years it seems as if the understanding of what satire is and why it is produced is changing in Danish public service television. This change is noticeable in terms of quantity, scheduling and quality. Firstly, the amount of programmes labelled as satire has exploded. To illustrate this quantitative change PS-television in Denmark – DR1+2 and TV 2 - scheduled 68 first run programmes in the period from 1991-95, but 340 first run programmes in the period from 2001-05. These figures are based on a catalogue of satirical sketch comedy produced by DR1, DR2, TV 2 and TV2/Zulu from 1968-2005. The catalogue is made by the author of this paper with the assistance of two research assistants Stine Lomborg and Signe Kroman In terms of content the programmes have incorporated the satirical treatment of not only the political but also social and lifestyle aspects of modern life in the Danish society. In fact, social satire is now dominating the more traditional political satire. This development means that the viewers are presupposed to be knowledgeable of social and political issues, stereotypes and mentalities, norms and narratives in the society they live in. The viewers are also supposed to know the social do’s and don’ts, and to know the normative frameworks of the socio-political realities they live in. In other words, the producers of satire presume a competent viewer with a deep insight, and this competence can be based on first hand experiences as well as second hand through the media. The viewers are addressed as everyday sociologists and citizens, roles used as the set up for the pay off produced by the satirical treatment of shared socio-political realities. Because of social satires dominant position political knowledge picked up from news media on an day-to-day basis is getting less important in television satire.  
	In terms of form a lot of different media genres and aesthetic conventions of different media discourses are put to use as the aesthetic vehicle of the satire as well as the object of satire in itself. Parody and especially pastiche are increasingly important, and media satire is therefore a prominent aim of television satire (Bruun, 2008). The programmes are very often multi-platform formats involving the internet (Bruun, 2007). The viewers are presupposed to be knowledgeable of media aesthetics and the form and content of different media genres on different platforms. They are presumed to be experienced media users, and the viewers are addressed as media cultural literates, so to speak, who are able to understand and detect genre clues and mistakes intuitively and fast in order to get the entertaining qualities of the satirical treatment. Again the role as media-cultural literates is used as a set up to the pay offs produced.
	In terms of scheduling television satire has moved from being scheduled at the mainstream channels as part of a Saturday-night entertainment profile aimed at a mainstream audience to be scheduled at niche channels provided by the PS-institutions. The programmes are targeted at the young and the young adults (Bruun, 2006; Bruun, 2007). Television satire seems to have become a strategic tool in the growing competition for these specific audiences in the emerging multiplatform era (Ellis 2000). Consequently, television satire plays an important role in the transformation of the public service institutions. These institutions are trying to survive in the new era by re-defining their obligations from being broadcasters of public service programming on television and radio to being providers of public service media content on different platforms.
	In this paper the preliminary results are based on my first case study: “Tv-Ansjosen” (DR 1995-98) focusing on how a specific understanding of the genre structured a production model in place for nearly 30 years at DR. “Tv-Ansjosen” was the last series produces according to this model. I will discuss why this model survive for so long but came to an end by the late 90ties, which is pointing to issues central to the later developments of the satire programmes.

Theoretical approach – a short introduction 

I take a genre approach to the study based on the assumption that genre is of great importance if we want to understand the ways culture is produced. Among other media production researchers, Ytreberg is arguing this assumption in his work analysing the developments at NRK during the 90ties (Ytreberg 1999; 2000). Cottle (2003; 2004) also argues the importance of genre in production analysis by using the metaphor ‘production ecology’ to underscore his holistic understanding of how specific fields of production are to be understood. Elaborating on his metaphor I will argue that if we want to understand production of culture, and the differences between the genres, we need to go into the different ‘biotopes’ of the media production ecology. The biotopes are all influenced by the same ‘environmental forces’, but they are also relatively independent and self-sustaining systems. They have relative autonomy. Following up on this argument, developments in one field of media production are not necessarily the same and comparable with developments in another field. For example, what affects the production of news in great detail may be of very little importance to the production of game shows, or the production of crime fiction.
	The theoretical approach to genre in the study is pragmatic genre theory (Bruun Andersen, 1994; Corner 1991; Neale 1980; 1999). This interest in genre aims to understand what genre does in a communication process. Hence, function is more important than definition. Taking this understanding of genre into account genre becomes a common denominator for texts and horizons of expectations held by producers as well as by audiences. Genre is used to group texts with features in common, and genre is a reception category used by the media user as well as a production category used by mores or less professional media producers. This theoretical approach to genre has proven itself very fruitful in textual analysis. I try to enhance the usability of this approach in production studies by drawing on the understanding of genre in socio-cognitive reception theory, the so-called schema theory. Socio-cognitive or cultural cognitive reception theory has its inspiration in cognitive psychology (Shore, 1996), and is also linked to contemporary brain research in the natural sciences. But it has developed a very strong interest in the connections between textual characteristics and socio-cultural dimensions involved in the cognitive process of making sense of media products by the individual media user. The focus is to understand the part played by mental text and genre schemata in the sense making processes of the audience. In other words, the reception theory offers a developed theoretical understanding of the concept ‘horizons of expectations’ used in hermeneutics and pragmatic genre theory. 
	The schemata are understood as frames for interpreting and for organising experiences, expectations and understandings. The media users through out life establish these constructions and the schemata form a kind of mental architecture (Waldahl 1998:43-44). But schemata are not recipes, but a frame of reference build from using media products in everyday life and used in interpreting new media experiences as well as the basis for building new schemata. Consequently, a main assumption is that large parts of these genre schemata link the individual to the collective conditions for this interpreting process. The schemata of the individual are formed by cultural and social conditions in interplay with the interpretations of these conditions by the individual. Thus, the genre schemata are believed to be shared by people with similar historic, social and cultural backgrounds, but are still marked by the individual and his or hers personal background. In this sense, the genre schemata are context dependent, and will change over time and in space. The genre schemata are believed to function as dynamic structures, and in many ways this notion of genre corresponds to the pragmatic understanding of genre introduced above. But socio-cognitive reception theory explicitly links theories of interpretations of texts and artefacts with social and psychological theory. Audience researchers like Höijer (1991; 1996), Hagen (1998) Bruhn Jensen (1998) and Bruun (2004) have used this reception theory in empirical reception analysis. The aim in these implementations is to unravel the kind of text or genre schema(ta) at work and to understand the functions of the different schemata in the communication process and in the experiences of the viewers.
	I will suggest, that this theoretical understanding of media texts, genre and the communication process as marked by interpretations of an individual/psychological as well as collective/social nature is theoretically useful to production analysis. There is nothing in the epistemological basis of this theoretical approach that prevents it from being used as the theoretical approach to a text production study. In fact, Shore argues for at holistic approach to the study of media:

	(…) schema theory in cognitive psychology, has the potential to bridge the sometimes formidable divide between the study of media production and that of audience reception. (Shore, 1998:7)

Hagen (1998) coins this by saying that genre schemata “are both inside and outside the head. Thus, schemas are both mental structures and materialized practices” (Hagen 1998:64). In sum, by focusing on the function of genre in communication processes this theoretical approach argues a recursive relationship between text, reception and production as well as a recursive relationship between structure and agency. 
	Even if schema theory is useful, it is a very basic and somewhat abstract theory not very developed in terms theoretical concepts and empirical grounding. Its empirical results are in reception analysis, even if the production of culture perspective is perfectly possible using this theoretical approach. However, it needs to be developed empirically and theoretically as a tool in production analysis focusing on practises and the tacit and focal knowledge/competences involved in production (Polanyi, 1967). Media producers are knowledgeable, skilful and most importantly, powerful participants in the professional construction of media output. A role very different to the typical role of a media user, who has no or very limited influence on the construction of traditional media output. New media are of course in many ways conflating the roles, but in traditional media the roles are still separated giving only very limited power over the text production over to the audience.. Hence, the media producers are not seen as ‘puppets on a string’, but as professionals carrying out a job influenced by the contextual conditions, but not dictated by these conditions. This paper leaves no room for a presentation of neither the methodological approach nor the design of the study, but so far 10 in-depth interviews have been conducted by the author of this paper. I interviewed members of the team involved in the production of ‘TV-Ansjosen’ (95-98) as well as commissioning editor of DR2 (1997-2003), head of the entertainment department (1976-94), head of DR2 (2003-2007), and mail correspondence with the former director general of DR (1994-2004).
 

Preliminary results: The topicality model

As mentioned satire has been a part of the entertainment profile of public service television since 1968 in Denmark. But even if satirical programmes were an important part of the entertainment programming profile, very few programmes were in fact produced. Typically, the genre was produced in short series of around 6-8 episodes once or twice a year. From 1968-98 the DR-programmes were produced according to a specific production model, that I have termed the topicality model.The production model was largely unchanged for 30 years. Based on the preliminary results from my analysis of the production of satire and focusing mainly on the first case: the series “TV-Ansjosen” (DR 1995-98), I will argue that television satire has changed in terms of quantity, scheduling and quality because the production model was part of a genre interpretation becoming problematic by the of middle of the 90ties due two four overarching factors: Firstly, DR was reorganised into a much more desk-top controlled organisation (Ellis, 2000). In this process the relationship with the audience became strategically important and made the scheduling extremely important (Søndergaard, 2003; 2008). Secondly, DR’s strategic audience orientation led to the introduction in 1996 of a digital second channel DR2, today aimed at the better-educated segments of the audience. Thirdly, the ambition to produce cross-media concepts and thereby turning DR into a public service content provider on many platforms – not just broadcast television - is important, especially for the more consciously strategic role satire played from around 2002. Finally, cultural changes like an emerging stand-up-comedy scene in Denmark, new generations of professional actors and local and commercial television giving room for new talents to emerge are very important. In this connection new forms of comedy very much inspired by developments in the genre in the UK and USA are also important and point to possible generational gaps in the interpretations of satire.
	The organising principle behind the production model was ‘topicality’ according to the agenda of the national news media. This led to a model with short and intense pre-production and production schedules in focus and very little time for post-production. Further more, topicality led to no or very limited interest in pre-produced material even if it could help to ease the time pressure on every part of the production process. Satire was understood to have this strong affiliation with the structures and content of television news production, and less affiliation with comedy. Even if we are dealing with a production model mixing the characteristic of news and television fiction production, this understanding of satire is noticeable in the following characteristics of the production model: 
• A production plan based on a week schedule, Sunday to Saturday, and a weekly deadline: Almost all material was being written, rehearsed, produced and edited from scratch within the week. A very strong time pressure was put on all functions of television fiction and on the phases of fiction production, probably not acceptable in normal production of fiction
• The three traditional phases of production, separated in fiction, are going on simultaneously: The production took off with a preproduction focus for the first 2-3 days, but from Wednesday all three processes were going on at the same time up until Saturday. Preproduction and editing was in fact going on up until the very last minute before the final show was broadcasted. Because of the sketch-format (items linked by studio parts) the production team was able to split up into two production crews working in different phases of the process at the same time. The programmes were all 30 minutes long through out the period from 1968-98, which was unusual of programmes other than the news before the 1980ties. Again because of the time pressure, there was a huge amount of people involved during the week schedule – around 25-30 - on a very tight schedule from early morning (6 a.m.) till late at night (9 p.m.), and with some serious bottleneck problems, if the writers were not delivering the manuscripts or the revisions on time.
• The mix of professions: All groups involved in the production of television fiction were involved, but with a team of writers doing the different items under the control of an editor. There was a heavy weight put on editorial control, but at the same time a huge dependency on manuscripts produce by the team of writers, and on actors mastering the playing style of the genre.
• A special hierarchy in the production team between the production of news and fiction: The executive producer was in charge, but the editor and the executive producer were performing something like a dual leadership with split responsibilities. The editor was in charge of the writers; the executive producer was in charge of the director, the production crews and the final show. The writers and the director were placed lower in the hierarchy of the production team. The writers were of huge importance to the content of the production, but overruled by the production schedule and the artistic ambition of the production. They were not the stars like in ‘normal’ television-fiction production. The Director was hugely dependent on the editor of the manuscripts as well as on the abilities of the actors to improvise, learn lines very fast and master the playing style of the satirical sketch comedy format with next to nothing in terms of direction. But because of the time pressure a lot of fast decisions were in fact made in a dialog between the different professionals and the hierarchy was partly dissolved building a strong team spirit. The time pressure also led to a special tone in the team, for example noticeable between the editor and the writers: 

At that point in the production process we were VERY busy, because at noon we had to decide on the final draft of the whole show. All morning we were writing like crazy to fill in the blanks with usable stuff. The time pressure was so intense. They (the writers) got really pissed off if the manuscripts were turned down: “Try again, this is not funny, that was NOT what I wanted you to do” and so on. Sometimes they got mad but it passed quickly. There was nothing to do about it, and I also told them: “I do not give a dam”. (Editor)

The writers accepted this distribution of power, as one writer puts it: “He was the guru. There was no doubt he was the one with the creative ideas. It wasn’t hard to let him be the boss”
	The priority given to topicality in the production process, is formulated like this by a writer:

We had to make sure that there was topicality. You were not supposed just to write something… we were supposed to be mirroring the news week. We always made sure that at least one of the sketches was referring to a story told in the television newscast the same day. (Writer)

To sum up, the understanding of satire - the genre schema - framed the organization of the production process, not the other way around, and it had three important consequences. Firstly, satire involved not only the production of fiction, one of the most expensive genres in television. In addition, the time pressure produced by the topicality-principle resulted in a very expensive production model. In order to do the programmes on time, there was a deep dependency on highly skilled professionals in all functions, from lightning to research to editing to acting etc. These professional had to be made available 24-7 in intense periods of production once or twice a year, and the agreements with the unions were expensive. Secondly, it led to a production model termed by many of the interviewed as a “machine”, and the metaphor is directed at the notion of high professional standards and at the security of supply this model meant to the people involved. The model was mixing freelancers and permanent employees of DR and the dependency on the creative basis outside of the company for writers, editors, directors and actors was big. But again because of the time pressure there was a tendency to relay on and to favour ‘plug-in and play’-staff, and consequently a very large amount of ‘old friends’ able to do the work with no or very little training were used again and again. As an extreme example the executive producer did satire for 30 years using the model. 
	A third consequence was limited access for new talents. The recruitment of freelancers was very carefully monitored based on track record in the media, in the entertainment industry and by word of mouth. The writers were believed to be the best at doing satirical sketch comedy, expensive but reliable and a returning team used for several years. And the actors were believed to be the best, already very busy people in film, theatre and television. Again, they were expensive but reliable, and a returning team for several years. The grooming of new talent for writing and acting television satire was very limited. But at the same time, this very controlled and limited access gave the involved professionals a feeling of high professional standards, and produced strong competition among the writers and actors. 
	To sum up, the topicality model was part of a professional ideology (practises and values) framed by the news agenda and the news broadcast as a genre. The productions coming out of the topicality model puts emphasis on using and shaping the knowledge held by the audience of traditional political issues and circumstances. In this way, the interpretation of ‘political’ was fairly narrow. This knowledge is necessary for getting the entertaining qualities in the programmes: the pay offs. The model was also marked by a notion of viewers as a national audience and as a homogenous ‘no-one-and-everyone’-audience, who are politically informed and most importantly have a shared agenda via a limited amount of news output from national television, newspapers and radio. This imagined audience also had limited access to other entertainment programmes and is marked by the period of the television monopoly. In this manner a former head of the entertainment department formulates the notion:

What I imagined was the general audience. For that reason it had to be popular in style (…) we made one big marzipan bar mixed with a couple of bitter almonds. That was the intension (…) but it wasn’t something you gave much thought. It was part of the subconscious. That was what it was all about. And then when you get moved to some backyard (e.g. DR2) where a couple of drunk high school students might pass through, it really does not matter any more. We are talking about a mass medium, and satire was costly/precious. It had to reach the masses. That was the idea. (Former head of entertainment)

Status, commissioning power and economic autonomy

As mentioned the programmes produced according to the topicality model were very expensive programmes. This meant very few programmes were produced, and this continued to be the case into the 1990ties. The early 90ties was a period where DR was experiencing a serious decline in ratings and shares caused by the popularity of the second Danish public service institution TV 2 introduced in 1988 and a growing number of commercial competitors on the Danish market. Old public service institutions like DR became increasingly aware of a segmented audience representing a challenge to a public service ethos inherited from the days of the monopoly. The 1990ties is also a period where the television competition brought growing demands for domestic programming to fill expanding broadcasting schedules. 
	Given these circumstances, the question is why the topicality model survived for so long in television entertainment production? The answer is that ‘the biotope’ was maintained by the professional values and the organisational structures of DR during the public service monopoly still in place in the early period of television competition in Denmark from 1988-94. First of all, the satirical sketch comedy enjoyed a high status inside the media organisation. Even if the respect for television entertainment often was limited at DR, this was not the case with satire. Most importantly, the programmes produced according to the topicality model and the people involved in satire enjoyed the respect and recognition of their colleagues and the top management. Even from the top of the television genre hierarchy: the producers of serious drama and the journalists in the news department acknowledged and applauded this kind of entertainment. The executive producer puts it like this: 

Satirical sketch comedy was a contrast to ordinary entertainment of the day. And that made it okay to be part of the entertainment department: we were in fact able to do programming with an edge (…) it was high-status, also because everybody was talking about it. They came from the Drama department and said: “Whauw, that was really funny!” (Executive producer)

A writer supports this interpretation:

It was high-status. It was bordering on television news production. It really was. And the news department was always willing to help us out, if we needed anything. They were even eager to participate. (Writer)

There was often cooperation between the news department and satire: the news department was helpful with footage, background information and source material. The editor even had a journalistic consultant from the news department attached during the production of ‘Tv-Ansjosen’. Also among the different professions in the media organisation people wanted to be part of satire production making it was very easy to get the very best employees. This high status ascribed to the kind of satire produced according to the topicality model is important for the legitimisation of entertainment in the programming profile of PSB-television during the monopoly. And it stayed important in the competition with TV 2 after 1988. 
	The second reason for the survival of the model is that commissioning and editorial power was placed at the level of departments and supported by economic autonomy. Up until the reorganisation of DR and the introduction of a chef editorial board by the middle of the 90ties, heads of departments in DR had the commissioning power within a budget. These heads - by unfriendly tongues called the ‘dukes’ - are very important in the production history of satire. First of all, the entertainment department had the same heads for many years and they all loved satire: The first head Niels-Jørgen Kaiser (1966-75) introduced the genre and installed the topicality-model, heavily inspired by the BBC-series “That Was The Week That Was”. The second head of importance to the survival was Henrik Wolsgaard Iversen (1976-94), who acted as the editor of the programmes for many years finally becoming the head of the Entertainment department. According to the interviewees, no one was questioning the importance of satire. It was a genre routinely put into the production plans and produced twice a year for nearly 30 years. This was made possible because heads of departments had economic autonomy. They had the power to use the economic resources of the department on satire even if it was a very expensive kind of programming producing very little software. A former head of entertainment coins the situation by calling satire “A flagship in a golden coach”.
	Status and the distribution of power generated a professional ideology marked by stability in the interpretation of the genre: Satire was well defined and was experienced as high quality entertainment and very importantly, satire produced high self-esteem and the notion of being important to cultural production and political awareness in the country, but in a funny and delightful way. It produced moral surplus or even symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1986)

Creative development and public service in competition

Given these favourable climatic conditions in the ‘biotope’, why was the topicality model abolished, and can this shed some light on why satire programmes changed in terms of quantity, scheduling and quality. My findings points to 4 factors offering an explanation. 
	Firstly, the topicality model was becoming an obstacle to genre development. In many ways, the topicality-model gave a production security, a notion of high quality and professional status. But it was also a very static interpretation, and it was very difficult to do experiments within this very firm interpretation of the genre. The “machine” was working but only in one specific way. One of the writers on ‘TV-Ansjosen’ formulates the problem in this way:

Our material had to fit a certain format. It was a machine that was working. We just had to fit in. Producing satire was something they (DR) had done for many, many years, and they knew exactly how it should be done. If we had continued doing satire we might have taken over the ‘capital goods’ you might say. (Writer)

Especially the writers, the editor, the commissioning editor and the DR2-controller mention these problems or accusations of creative staleness found in the programs produced by the topicality model by the late 90ties. The explanations given are that the programs were loosing touch with developments in television entertainment nationally and internationally. The programmes were showing blindness to new forms of satirical comedy abroad and the growing stand up-comedy scene in Denmark. The stand-up-comedy scene delivered a new category of performers to the media, who were not professional actors, but were acting and writing their own material. These entertainers were being used in children’s television and youth programming and as hosts in entertainment programmes in radio and television, but not in satire. Furthermore, by the late 90ties professional actors not mirroring the political satire-tradition but creating social satire were emerging on TV 2 and commercial television. These new comedians were very influenced by especially British and American television. Increasingly, these international inspirations were also becoming accessible to the audience by way of new channels and distribution technologies probably influencing the genre schema. From different points of view on satire the interviewees are pointing at the importance of generational as well as a more taste related gabs becoming more noticeable in the light of these new forms of satirical comedy. Other explanations given to the staleness of the programmes are linked to the limited interest in traditional political satire shown by new heads of the entertainment department or commissioning editors reluctant to see the possibilities in the renewal of political satire in other formats than the 30-minutes sketch comedy format inspired by the developments in international media. 
	Secondly, organisational transitions and audience orientation are other important factors in understanding the changes to satire. From the mid 90ties DR introduced new managing principles centralising commissioning power and funds at the chief editorial team for television production as well as introducing internal accounting and competition. These changes introduced a new kind of organisational culture also using the tool of out-sourcing to private production companies. This was both serving a political demand later put to DR by the government in the public service-charters, and a way to control in-house production. The goals were to increase productivity and to make the programmes produced fit the demands of pre-planned schedules, not the other way around. 
	The result was an increasing top-down financial control instead of economic autonomy given to departments as well as an economic trimming of DR. Along these lines calculations of price per minute of programming produced divided by the ratings showed that satire was a very expensive kind of entertainment. Moreover, satire was not a magnet attracting the viewers to DR1 on a Saturday night. In fact, the shows had relatively low ratings in comparison with the other entertainment programmes on DR1, and had a rather old age profile. In short a ‘popularity myth’ was gradually undermined, and the imagined audience as a homogenous ‘no-one-and-everyone’-audience was undermined by ratings coming in on a daily basis. 
	In line with the audience orientation of DR a second channel, DR2, is introduced in 1996 to give DR a better position in the competition by expanding prime time as well as the possibility to cater for the specific audiences important to reach. But DR2 also meant a lot more broadcasting time, and no additional funding; circumstances that make the early history of DR2 important to the development of satire. In the first formative years of DR2 from 1996-2002 the profile in terms of programming was rather unclear, due to different circumstances. First of all, the management at DR saw the role of the channel in two different ways: A two tracks-model with complementary scheduling of content or an autonomous channel with a clear content identity and a target audience. 
The controller of DR2, the commissioning editor and external consultants supported the autonomy-model, and just before launching DR2 they convinced the supporters of the two-tack-model (Nissen, 2007:50-52). Secondly, the competition between DR and TV 2 meant that all genres, traditionally not getting high ratings but important to the political legitimacy of public service, were placed at DR2. In this situation the satire produced according to the topicality model was moved to DR2 given the audience profile of the genre, its difficulties on DR1 and its high status inside DR.  The titles were “En halv time, en enkelt kvinde og to mænd” (DR2 1999) and “Det der om morgenen” (DR2 2000)An aim was also to give the channel a profile marked by fun, experimentations and entertainment. But it was also a way to kill it off. The penetration of DR2 was limited because of digital distribution, and the price per minute per viewer was of cause sky high on a channel were resources were very few. Thirdly, there was a huge software-problem. According to the commissioning editor, the schedules were planned, but there were big blanks with no programmes in production:

April the 1st I realized that we did not know what to broadcast Saturday evenings during the summer. Saturdays were planned to be so-called Theme-evenings. The schedule was empty, there was absolutely nothing planned! (…) and of cause: The result was marked by this situation (commissioning editor)

These circumstances meant that experiments with form and content were suddenly possible because of the enormous amount of new slots to fill and new ways of producing were needed for satire. Because of the penetration problem as well as no viewers, DR2 was nicknamed ‘secret service’, and there was a special climate surrounding the production of satire phrased as ‘experiments in the dark’ by the commissioning editor from 1997-2003.
	This atmosphere of ‘secret service’ and desperate lack of software meant that new kinds of comedy and new kinds of comedians recruited from local radio and television, commercial television, the growing stand up comedy-scene and the new breed of actors were given a chance. And they were very cheap. A lot of programmes were being produced costing next to nothing compared to the programmes coming out of the ‘topicality model’. Some of the titles are “Check på Tilværelsen” (DR2 1998), “Casper og Madrilaftalen” (DR2 1999), “Gintberg Show Off” (DR2 2000-01), “Emmas Dilemma” (DR2 2001), “Banjo’s Likørstue” (DR2 2001-02) The renewal of the genre interpretation happened out side of the old departmental structure slowly being abolished, and the topicality model dies. This became a self-reinforcing process, and it explains the quantitative explosion from 1996 to 2005, and the qualitative changes to the genre interpretation as well.
	Growing penetration and a programming profile becoming more sharply defined mark DR2’s second phase beginning around 2002. Culture and entertainment, including satire got its own commissioning editor in 2003 and satirical comedy became a priority on the ‘egg head’-channel, in order to cater for a public service-image of fun and youthfulness. The qualitative changes attracted the politically needed segments: the young adults to DR2. Demands for out-sourcing put to DR by the government were also important to this second phase and the development of satire: Increasingly, satire was being produced by external production companies meaning the end to the close cooperation between the news department and the entertainment department known to the topicality model. The entertainment department at DR was finally closed by 2001 and all entertainment production was out-sourced to the production company BLU. This present organisational structure is perhaps representing a problem for more political satire. There is no longer automatic access to footage, research and the help of professional news workers because it is not in-house. This organisational situation is probably important in understanding the limited amount of political satire at the moment, and perhaps to difficulties in the reinterpretation of political satire.

Concluding remarks 

To draw some conclusions from this first part of my study, I would stress the following: The explanations to why the changes to the ‘biotope’ television satire happened can be found in some of the overarching political, economic and technological changes framing and affecting Danish public service television in general during the last 10-15 years. These are of great importance in understanding the changes to the production of satire and to the cultural products offered to the viewers. Cultural changes in society outside and inside the media in terms of new forms of comedy and comedians, of generational gabs within comedy and international inspirations from the media industry are also important factors. But, as I have argue in this paper, the understanding of a genre and the production history of a genre within a specific media organisation with public service obligations following the universal-model is also important to the changes in the professional ideology. 
	From this perspective television-satire can be seen as a ‘negative’ compared to other entertainment genres. In general, television entertainment has moved from a high degree of dependency on the entertainment industry outside of the media, towards self-sufficiency using game- and quiz shows, reality formats with a game component and talk shows instead of the different kinds of variety shows dominating the entertainment profile in the childhood of television (Bruun, 2005). But in the production history of television satire the opposite seems to be the case. Production of television satire has moved from a very strict regulation of access to produce satire to presently a very high dependency on creative talent outside the media organisation. This new situation is leading to two opposite trends. Firstly, the professional ideology of today guiding the ‘biotope’ there is no doubt a much easier access to DR, and more room for ‘trial and error’, and a genuine interest in promoting new talents, forms and experiments. But there is also very high demands for new comedians and materials, and this means a fast turn-over in terms of software, and perhaps much more uncertainty in terms of supply, editorial control and standards as well as new questions of copy-rights. This is perhaps putting pressure on the category itself: What is in fact satire, and what is the difference between comedy and satire? Secondly, and as a counter weight to this fast turnover of material-situation in the biotope today, there is also a need for the recirculation of material on other platforms independent of topicality. Therefore other forms of presupposed socio-political and media cultural knowledge is in focus independent of the weekly news agenda. In fact, topicality is a problem if the specific content needs a long lasting shelf life. As an editor puts it “Reruns of topicality based satire is like trying to sell a virgin for the third time”
	To production analysis as a media research interest, the results so far supports an approach of regarding genre as structuring the production in interplay with organisational and media systemic framings. Firstly, the genre approach is a way to get a better understanding of the relationships between the conditions for production and the actual cultural products offered to the media users. Secondly, it might prevent us from generalisations drawn from one ‘biotope’ in the production ecology to other ‘biotopes’. And hopefully this will mean a broader interest in the production of different media products within the research tradition.
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